Ludwig’s Angina, Difficult Airways Management: Case Report
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Methods and Case

A 24 years old male patient came in emergency room, with severe neck pain, respiratory failure and, above all, severe trismus, enlarged tongue, inability in swallowing, swelled neck. TC showed widespread oedemas with free fluids and severe crush of larynx and tracheal reduced caliber and left dislocation, a necrotizing fascitis, and a severe pneumonia and mediastinitis. At IC unit, where difficult airways management facilities were prepared, we solved trisma with propofol, and performed 3 laryngoscopy attempts without success, due to a massive tongue and mucoses oedema and necrotic fluids in hypofarynx, removed by aspiration. Even not glydoscope videolaryngoscopy allowed direct or indirect airways vision [1].

Results and Discussion

we succeed with laryngeal mask (impossible to attempt tracheostomy for the imponent neck oedema), passed a n° 6 tube through it and moved to Vincenzo Cerello’ Hospital for surgical tracheostomy. Afterwards, once stabilized, the patient was conducted to Ismmet hospital for ARDS therapy with ECMO, where he stayed for about 6 months before definitive, complete, clinical recovery [2] (Figures 1-3).

Figure 1.
Conclusion

Patients with deep neck infections are a strong challenge for an anaesthesiology to perform airways management due to the rapid, severe obstruction. The choice of the best technique depends from the patient’s conditions, the presence of suitable facilities, and skills and experiences of the operator.
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